BRIDGE RASTIGNANO 2020
XIII edition 5-6 september
Guaranteed prize money 13,000 euros

OPEN TEAMS
Saturday, September 5th – 2.00 p.m
1st prize 2,500 euros

TEAMS SCHEDULE
0.30-1.30 pm: registration and payment entry fees
2.00 pm: qualification – 4 rounds of swiss 8 board
each and following division into section of 20-25 teams
7.00 pm: dinner break
8.30 pm: finals – 3 rounds of swiss 8 boards each
Prize giving to follow
Full carry over - Bridgmates will be used
Live on Bbo

ENTRY FEES
150 euros per team (max 6 players)
120 euros: teams without 1st category players
60 euros: junior teams (under 31)

TECHNICAL AND TD STAFF
M. Ortenzi – M. Eminenti – S. Valentini – F. Natale
C. Cenni – N. Fedele – A. Brunetti – S. Peruzzo

ROLL OF HONOUR
2008 (56 t.): Tamburi- Andreoli - Basile - Facchini
2009 (56 t.:) Treossi - Bianchi - Mieti - Zannoni
2010 (66 t.): Montanelli - Andreoli - Bonvicini - Golfarelli
2011 (70 t.): Franchi - Giubilo - Montanari - Versace
2012 (73 t.): Medugno - Rinaldi - Tassi - Viner
2013 (82 t.): Luppi - Boti - Giachetti - Pazzini
2014 (86 t.): Cambiaghi - Franco - Matteucci - Minaldo
2015 (103 t.): Muller - Bombardieri - Giannetti - Stoppini
2016 (93 t.): Boldrini - De Leo - Fantoni - Puccio
2017 (111 t.): Fellus – Giubilo – Donati – Porta
2018 (120 t.): Attanasio – Franchi – Lanzarotti – Tokay
2019 (125 t.): Guso – Hamaoui – Pacheco – Boscaro – Fantoni

VENUE
UNAWAY HOTELS CONGRESS CENTER
Via Palazzetti 1/N - S. Lazzaro di Savena (Bologna) - Italy

UNAWAY HOTEL CONVENTION
classic single use: 60.00 euros
classic double: 65.00 euros
junior suite: 93.00 euros

direct booking (recalling the bridge convention): reservation@gruppouna.it
tel. +39.0269826962 +39.0514997411

ORGANIZATION AND RESERVATION
Asd Bridge Bologna Rastignano
bridge-rastignano.jimdosite.com
info@rastignanobridge.it
+39.3200183214 (A. Dalpozzo)

OPEN PAIRS
Sunday, September 6th – 1.30 pm
1st prize 1,000 euros
1st mixed pair 500 euros

PAIRS SCHEDULE
0.00-1.00 pm: registration and payment entry fees
1.30 pm: 3 rounds 10-12 pre-dealt hands Mitchell
About 7.15 pm: prize giving
Bridgmates will be used

ENTRY FEES
40 euros per pair
30 euros students and junior (under 31)

TECHNICAL AND TD STAFF
M. Ortensi – M. Eminenti – S. Valentini  -  F. Natale
C. Cenni – N. Fedele  - A. Brunetti – S. Peruzzo

ROLL OF HONOUR
2014 (120 pairs): Bassi B. - Ulivagnoli G.
2015 (149 pairs): Buratti M. - Mariani C.
2016 (148 pairs): Venini L. - Pattacini M.
2017 (170 pairs): Andreoli A. – Coraducci V.
2018 (185 pairs): Attanasio D. – Franchi A.
2019 (214 pairs): Lanciano R. – Fantoni F.

All the tournaments are open for the participation of members of the Italian and other foreign Bridge Federations.
Open teams live on Bbo.
All cash prizes will be subject to the retentions stipulated by the Law.
The management reserves the right to make any modifications considered necessary for both tournaments.